
 
 

Go Slow    Go Slow       Go Slower 

(This is more for the mind, not your feet so much) 
 

PREGAME DISCUSSION  

 

5 MAN CREW 

 

Always go out a minimum of 30 minutes prior to game time. 

 

Referee— Give coaches & announcer a list of official’s names. 

Remind game management that halftime is no longer than 15 or 20 min (as 

designated by game management), by agreement of the coaches and the 

referee, the half time may be shortened to a minimum of 10 minutes. 

 Have head coach verify all players are legally equipped. 

 Medical issues: 

  Casts—be properly padded.   

  Qualified Healthcare Professional on site (Concussion management)  

  Any special issues - (e.g., medically diagnosed hearing impaired or  

  mentally challenged players) 

 *Ask about any tricky/ unusual/ deceptive plays. 

 *Find out who we will report penalties/ problems to. 

 *Find out who will call time outs, who will be “get back” coach 

 *Get and approve game ball, determine if team has ball person 

 *Get captain numbers 

 *Review with head coach points of emphasis: 

 Sportsmanship 

 Profanity 

 Sideline control 

 Helmet contact 

 Ask if any questions regarding rule changes 

Back Judge— inform clock operator of half time length and that the 3 minute 

warm up is mandatory and will start when the half time clock reaches “00:00” 

Umpire—examine any player equipment needing to be approved  

All officials— record captains and other information when Referee talks with 

coaches  
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WALK FIELD  
Check for any problems. 

Meet at end zone or out of the way on side line for stretches 

 

Linesman- Check with chain crew. 

 Verify line to gain equipment and talk with crew regarding proper 

 procedure when measurement is required (i.e., box takes position of front 

 rod, clip man informs HL regarding position of clip on line, etc.), hustle, to 

 not move if they see a flag the HL and R don’t see, etc. 

 Have quick ties. 

 

 

COIN TOSS (MI Chapter 4; pages 71-73) 

Referee & Line Judge- bring out team whose bench is opposite the line to gain 

equipment 

Umpire & Back Judge- bring out team whose bench is with the line to gain 

equipment 

 R & LJ or U & BJ shake hands with applicable captains when you meet 

 them on sideline 

Umpire & Referee meet with captains of both teams at the center of field 

Linesman & Back Judge stop at hash marks/ be on 45 yard lines opposite each 

other 

Referee determines which direction he will face for the coin toss in advance 

Umpire- verify coin toss 

Head Linesman—remains on sideline with chain crew and give them final 

instructions.  After captains are dismissed, hustle to the middle of field to record 

the results of the toss. 
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FREE KICKS 
 

Initial Coverage positions: 

Back Judge—45 seconds after a score has been signaled to the press box by 

the Referee the Back Judge goes out and hands the ball to the kicker and 

then vacates the field.  If the kicking team is not out at one minute, the Back 

Judge puts the ball down and vacates the field. 

 Line Judge—on receiver’s 50 yard line opposite chains/counts 

K/comes to nine yard mark on R’s free kick line. 

 Back Judge—on kickers FK line on chain side/counts K/checks 

equipment/only goes onto field with ball 

 Head Linesman—Receivers FK line, chain side /counts R 

 Umpire—Receivers 20 yard line on side opposite chains/counts R 

 Referee—goal line on chain side near 9 yard marks counts R and 

number of players on each side of kicker, gets confirmation of 

count from HL and/or U.   

 LJ, BJ, HL and U - Raise your hands when your sideline is cleared 

and you are ready 

 Referee – After receiving signal from others, sound whistle and 

signal ready for play. 

 Fair-catch can be made 

 Kicks out of bounds—mark spot and flag it if not touched by R 

K may recover, but not advance, a free kick that has travelled beyond R’s 

free kick line and has touched the ground, or is touched by R. 

Free Kick Rules and Situations: 

Fair-catch can be made in or beyond neutral zone 

Kick Catching Interference for K to touch kick in flight regardless of 

position of R players 

Kicks out of bounds—mark spot and flag it if not touched by R 

  Three choices: 

 Take result of kick 

 Re-kick with five yard penalty 

 Take ball at inbounds spot 25 yards from where it was 

kicked  
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 Momentum Rule inside 5 yard line 

 Drop bean bag for first touching 

Always expect an onside kick. 

Review mechanics for obvious onside kick: Box play with HL and U on R’s 

line, BJ and LJ on K’s line. R shifts to middle of field behind deepest 

receiver, LJ and HL follow play to 1-yard from R’s restraining line and then 

stop, staying deeper out of bounds than U an BJ.  

 

 

 

Field Goal Attempt by Free Kick after a Fair Catch or Awarded Fair Catch: 

Referee & Umpire—under uprights ready to rule on kick being good or not.   

All others—same initial positions as a kickoff 

Watch for contact in the neutral zone 

All officials have bean bag out and ready 

 

Reminder—after a safety we do the same positioning EXCEPT that the ball 

is kicked from the 20.  When this happens, position yourself accordingly. 

 

 

Punts 

 Punt Coverage 

 Back Judge—Initial position is 8-12 yards wider and 2-3 yards 

behind deepest receiver(s) or on goal line when snap is from on or 

inside R’s 40 yard line.  After kick, move to see the ball clearly 

caught by receiver or follow the ball if not caught. Drop bean bag 

at dead ball/recovery spot. 

Carry bean bag and drop beanbag(s) where ball is first touched by 

K, where momentum rule dead ball spot is, where fumble by R 

occurs and/or where the kick ends (is possessed by R or K). 

 Line Judge— Prior to snap, same line responsibilities as any 

scrimmage play.  After he verifies snap is caught, moves quickly 

down sideline.  Cover any receivers not as deep as BJ’s key and 
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covers his sideline for kick out of bounds, etc...  Watch blocking 

and pick up runner coming up his side line. 

 Referee—Initial position is 3-5 yards behind kicker and 8-10 yards 

outside kicker on kicking leg side.  After kick: rules on 

roughing/running into kicker, will drift slowly down field and 

clean up/ will take runner when he out runs other coverage, covers 

runner to K’s goal line. 

 Linesman— Prior to snap, same line responsibilities as any 

scrimmage play.  After snap, stay put to rule on all rules involving 

the neutral zone (e.g., where kicked, where first touched by R or K, 

where fair caught).  Once kick is clearly beyond neutral zone and 

not coming back, slowly move down your sideline, cover own 

side/ watch blocks, cover runner coming by you on your side line. 

 Umpire - Initial position: shade to Judge’s side, remind defense to 

stay off center, take note of numbering exception.  After kick move 

slowly down field watching blocks. 

 All Officials - take runner when he is in your area, clean up 

otherwise 

  

 Scrimmage Kick Rules and Situations-  

Fair Catch signal—remind receiver(s) to make it a good one. 

 Kick catch interference choices: 

 Result of play  

 15 yard penalty from previous spot and replay of down 

 Awarded fair catch at spot of foul 

Punt out of bounds in flight: 

 go beyond spot with arm up and move towards referee 

 Referee will chop down when you are at the proper spot. 

 Punt possessed behind line may be advanced by either team 

 Have bean bags in hand 

Penalty, know when it occurred—before or after change of possession 

Muff may not be advanced by K but a fumble may be. 
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PSK happens when: 

K legally kicks the ball and it has crossed the expanded neutral zone (other 

than try or successful field goal) 

R fouls beyond the expanded neutral zone 

The kick has not ended 

K does not have possession of the ball when the down ends and will not be 

next to put the ball in play 

Penalty is enforced from the end of the kick (spot must be bean-bagged), or 

from the basic spot. 

 

 

 

Field Goals/ P.A.T.’s 
 Coverage of Scrimmage Kick Scoring Attempts: 

 

Outside 10 yard line 

 

* Referee—Initial position: 0-2 yards behind kicker and 8-12 yards 

outside kicker in position to look into holder’s chest to clearly see 

if snap is caught, muffed, or fumbled and rule on the legality of the 

holder leaving his knee(s) and returning to the ground. After kick: 

rule on roughing/running into kicker/holder. 

Umpire— Initial position: shade to same side as R, remind defense 

to stay off center, take note of numbering exception.  After snap be 

aware of action on snapper, be prepared to help with coverage of 

blocked field goal attempt falling near neutral zone. NOTE: when 

LOS is on the 10 YL or inside the 10 YL, U goes to the upright 

opposite the BJ and rules on whether kick is inside or outside 

upright. 

* Head Linesman and Line Judge outside 10 yard line: 

The official that does not face into the holder (i.e., is on the side 

opposite the R) — Prior to snap: take entire line for false starts, 

encroachment, illegal formation and illegal motion fouls.   
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After snap: stay on sideline at neutral zone to rule on all rules 

involving the neutral zone (e.g., where blocked field goal 

attempt is first touched by R or K, where fair caught, etc.) 

 

The official that faces into the holder (on the R’s side) goes 

under the upright closest his sideline to rule on whether kick is 

inside or outside upright 

* Back Judge—has whistle, crossbar and upright on side opposite U, 

LJ or HL   
 

From 10 yard line and in: 

 

* Referee—Initial position: 0-2 yards behind kicker and 8-12 yards 

outside kicker in position to look into holder’s chest to clearly see 

if snap is caught, muffed, or fumbled and rule on the legality of the 

holder leaving his knee(s) and returning to the ground. After kick: 

rule on roughing/running into kicker/holder. 

Umpire— Beneath upright opposite of the BJ. Rules on upright. 

 

* Head Linesman and Line Judge outside 10 yard line: 

Prior to snap: take entire line for false starts, encroachment, 

illegal formation and illegal motion fouls.   

After snap: stay on sideline at neutral zone to rule on all rules 

involving the neutral zone (e.g., where blocked field goal 

attempt is first touched by R or K, where fair caught, etc.). 

 

* Back Judge—has whistle, upright on side opposite U, LJ or HL 

and crossbar 
 

 

 Reminder- blocked ball is still alive (field goal only) 

  May be advanced by either team if possessed behind the line 

  May be advanced by receiving team if possessed beyond the line 

All PSK foul situations apply unless kick is a try or successful field 

goal  
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NOTE—side officials and referee should be aware of eligible receivers in 

case of broken play.  Good mechanic is for the back judge and other official 

underneath upright to call out the numbers of who is eligible on their side of 

the line to each other prior to the snap 

 

 

Scrimmage Plays 
 

Basic Positioning (MI Chapter 7, pages 83-89) 

 Referee—on throwing arm side of quarterback 

 3-5 yards wider than the tackle and 12-15 yards deep 

 able to see ball and watching ball, guard and tackle opposite 

 will read block of tackle opposite him after snap 

 Umpire—4-7 yards behind line of scrimmage opposite referee   

 position just behind linebackers 

 move around so they can’t use you as a interference 

 do not interfere with vision or movement of defensive backs  

 watch line on the side of the referee 

 Head Linesman and Line Judge— stay on or outside sideline at start of all 

scrimmage plays.  Rule on false starts, encroachment, illegal formation and 

illegal motion fouls 

 Back Judge—15-20 yards deep between hash marks. Initial key is widest 

receiver to the side of strength of formation 

 

Running Plays 

 Positions and responsibilities/ discuss 

 Short plays (HL and LJ spot ball strong on spots close to line to gain) 

 Long plays (cleaning up behind the play)  

 See the ball! 

Sweeps—Referee will take ball to l.o.s./ side guys & umpire take blockers, 

side guys step back and let runner pass 

Options – Referee stay with man who doesn’t have the ball after pitch, LJ or 

HL take man with ball after pitch 
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Passing Plays 

 Umpire moves up to line of scrimmage on passing plays 

Keys (line play, down and distance, tendencies) 

Discuss coverage for flag if ball is thrown from beyond the line of 

scrimmage 

Short passes 

 Long passes (cleaning up behind the play) 

 Illegal forward passes 

  Two forward passes in one down 

  Pass beyond scrimmage line 

 Eligibility of receivers & interference 

 Backwards Passes 

Side guys help on quick pass to receiver/ forward or backward YOUR 

CALL—if no whistle all should assume it’s backward 

Discuss signal (arm back) 

Referee judges grounding (if you think we had it, tell Referee if someone 

was or was not in the area?).  

 

Verify that all “A” players are between 9 yard lines (inside of numbers) 

ready for play whistle. 

 

 

Counting Players 

 Referee—Offense  Umpire—Offense 

 Linesman—Defense Line Judge—Defense 

 Back Judge—Defense 
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25-Second Clock 

Back Judge – Hold arm straight up at 5 seconds to go in 25 second count.  

Reminder:  5-second count may begin at 20 seconds (time is critical), 22 

seconds (non-pressure situations) and 25 (dead clock, no advantage gained 

requiring a flag).  Should start no later than 25 however.  When arm goes up 

it is a hard count, when five seconds expires, look at ball before throwing 

flag.  NOTE: When a 25-Second clock is present on the field, the BJ is 

responsible for timing, but does NOT raise his arm.  If clock goes to 00, 

look at ball before throwing flag.  If clock is not being run properly, 

inform Referee who will request that the clock be turned off. 

 

Free Blocking Zone 
 4 yards wider than the ball on both sides 

 3 yards behind each line of scrimmage 

A player is in the zone when any part of his body is in the zone at the snap. 

 Blocking below the waste is permitted by members of A or B when: 

All players involved are on the line of scrimmage and in the zone at 

the snap, the ball is still in the zone, and the contact is in the zone 

Clipping is illegal! 

Blocking in the back is permitted when: 

The block is by an offensive lineman who was on the line of 

scrimmage and in the zone at the snap  

The block is against a defensive player who was in the zone at the 

snap 

Contact is in the zone 

Ball is still in the zone 

 

 Free blocking zone disintegrates after the ball has left the zone. 

 

Whistles 

 Only in your area to kill the play 

 Don’t blow your whistle until you find the ball 

 Penalty—give several short, quick whistles to get Referee’s attention 
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Measurements (MI Chapter 6, pages 77-82) 
 Linesman brings chains in 

 Line Judge marks spot where chain goes 

 Umpire takes rod, pulls it tight 

 Referee decides first down or not 

 Back Judge has the ball 

 

 

Signals (if not discussed earlier in pregame) 

 Double stakes – arms crossed at the wrist held at head height 

11 players – arm with hand in fist in front of body straight out or held to side 

Less than 11 players – index finger rotated downwards 

More than 11 players – index finger rotated upwards 

Protection for snapper on kicks – bird cage (rolling of hands like false start 

signal) 

Out of bounds – arms extended below waist with palms toward sideline and 

no motion of the arms 

On the line/off the line 

Backwards Pass Punchback 

 

Reporting Penalties (MI pages 24-37) 

 Know status of ball. 

 loose ball 

 running play 

 before or after turnover 

 before or after change of possession on punt/kick 

 before or after end of kick on scrimmage kick 

 Tell me and have me repeat it. 

 Let’s all make sure we get it right. 

 Get the number and explanation of foul to applicable coach when possible. 
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Responsibilities: 

  Referee—explains options to team 

Umpire—listens and will then mark of yardage, communicate with 

HL by signal or nod of head that yardage is correct. 

Head Linesman—start from enforcement spot and independently walk 

off penalty to spot where enforcement leaves ball, communicate with 

U by signal or nod of head that yardage is correct. 

Line Judge—Stay at the enforcement spot verifying enforcement is 

correct.  When U has placed ball on the ground, hustle to succeeding 

spot. 

Back Judge – Support communication to offending team’s coach 

concerning foul details (number, description, etc.) 

All Officials – Leave flag(s) on ground until ball spotted on the 

ground after enforcement.  If two flags are indicating the same live 

ball foul, one official should report foul to R, the other should place 

both flags next to each other at the spot of the foul. 

 

 

Out of Bounds Plays 

 Short—Referee/ umpire should be there to cover action well in-bounds. 

 Medium/Long distance plays—back judge covers action in-bounds. 
In both cases side guy marks out-of bounds spot and observes action 

out-of-bounds. 

If R and BJ are close at hand, try to hustle out-of-bounds to escort players 

out of opposing team’s bench area.  Do not run by players that appear to be 

still engaged and “playing” after the whistle to do this however.   

 

 

Back Judge Releasing Goal Line 

 Always release at the 15 yard line when going in. 

 Can release at the 20 depending on situation (3 and goal on the 20) 
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Goal line plays (MI Chapter 8, pages 116-121) 

 GOING IN 

Ball snapped at 5 yard line and in, Head Linesman and Line Judge quickly 

move to goal line immediately after the snap, stay 2 yards outside sideline 

 See the ball!!  Find the ball!!!! 

Either give TD signal or come in blowing whistle and pointing to spot of 

ground—HL and LJ know what your partner has before signaling anything. 

No need to echo TD signal if you did not see it and your partner has it 

communicate with nod and point. 

Umpire—say “I’ve got it” if ball is at your feet.   If ball is not in end zone, 

move forward beyond goal line to show that. 

  

 

GOING OUT 

Ball snapped at 3-yard line and in: both Head Linesman and Line Judge 

move back to goal line on snap and escort ball to forward progress spot.  

Your call on safety.   

Ball snapped outside 3-yard line and inside or at the 5 yard line:  Side 

official facing Referee will go immediately to the goal line and escort ball 

out to the forward progress spot.  Your call on safety.  Other side official has 

normal scrimmage down coverage.   

If the ball gets out of the end zone, make sure we spot the entire ball out of 

the end zone. 

 

Marking Spots 

Side guys move down field, make a 90 degree turn, and come straight in to 

mark spot.  Come in as far as needed but not beyond the hash marks.  Keep 

head up and on a swivel, check with partner on forward progress especially 

on plays you get pressured off sideline (use cross-field mechanics).  NEVER 

go beyond players, always keep them in front of you.  Accordion in and 

accordion out, keeping back to sideline.   

Line Judge has primary responsibility to stop clock when it is obvious line to 

gain has been reached.   
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Head Linesman should not look around for front rod of line to gain 

equipment; rather he should look across to partner and echo time out signal 

if it is being given. 

 

 

Time Outs (MI; Chapter 5, pages 74-76) 

Regular Charged Time Out: 

All Officials – Record team calling, period number, time left in period, 

number of player (or head coach) calling time out, yard-line, down and 

distance when called 

HL and LJ- Stay with each respective team and monitor the time-out 

ensuring that the conference is a legal conference 

Back Judge – Time the length of the time out and inform Referee when 45 

seconds have expired. 

Referee – At 45 seconds into time out inform coaches in between inbounds 

lines of time remaining in time out or get attention of side guy(s) so they can 

inform coaches meeting with players at the sideline 

 

Time Out for Coach-Referee Conference: 

All Officials – Record team calling, period number, time left in period, yard-

line, down and distance when called 

Coach of team not protesting the ruling may hold conference on the field 

between inbounds lines or in front of their team box.  Team requesting time 

out must hold allowed conference in front of their team box 

HL and LJ- Stay with each respective team and monitor the time-out 

ensuring that the conference is a legal conference 

Back Judge – Time the length of the time out and inform Umpire when 45 

seconds have expired 

Umpire – If coach and Referee are still conferring, at 45 seconds into time 

out inform coach in between inbounds lines of time remaining in time out or 

get attention of side guy(s) so they can inform coaches meeting with players 

at the sideline that when the coach-Referee conference ends, the ball will be 

marked ready for play 
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Fights 

 Middle of field  

 Referee and Umpire handle it 

 Head Linesman, Line Judge & Back Judge jot down numbers of 

players involved and any substitutes that leave the team box during 

a fight  

 Side of field 

 Nearest official(s) and Referee handle fight 

 Others jot down numbers of players involved and any substitutes 

that leave the team box during a fight 

 

Unsportsmanlike Fouls 
-    Get together as a crew 

- Everyone write it down (act, time, player #, coach’s name, etc.) 

- Referee go to head coach, describe reason for foul, player’s number and 

inform him it is the first of two allowed, second is disqualification 

 

Disqualifications 

 Get together as a crew 

 Stay Calm!!!! 

 Verify that it is an act requiring disqualification 

 Everyone write it down (act, time, player #, coach’s name, etc.) 

 Referee and sideline official go to head coach and inform him 

 You do not have to ask if the coach wants to appeal, but note it if they do 

 Referee completes ejection report! 

 

 

Weird Plays 
 If it looks like possibly a penalty—FLAG IT!  We’ll figure it out later. 

 Bean bag spot of all fumbles in case a penalty occurred prior to fumble. 

We’ll get together and sort it out—everyone contributes (sink or float 

together).    

Tell Referee what you had and he’ll solicit input from others on crew as 

necessary to sort things out. 
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IF AN OFFICIAL GETS HURT 
 Stop game and check him out/ get trainers 

 If injury would make it difficult for him to continue-don’t let him 

 If unconscious/ do NOT let him back in the game 

 *Have him checked out at a hospital 

 Report injury to the association assigner 

 

 

FINAL THOUGHTS 

 

 Hustle in live ball and go slow in dead ball.  Pay attention to people not the 

ball in dead ball time. 

 Keep a play boxed in. 

 Don’t get in too close to the play.  You’ll not see everything you should and 

if a player busts out and runs toward you, you can get caught in a difficult 

situation. 

 Hold off on the whistle until you see the ball. 

 See the whole play before you flag it/ if you are not sure if it was a clip, then 

it wasn’t.  If you are not sure if it was a catch, it was incomplete.  If you are 

not sure if it was holding, it wasn’t.   

 If you need to get together to talk about what just happened, do it. 

 If we have to eat a flag, we will. 

 When the play is run away from you, clean up behind it 

 Communicate, communicate, communicate 

 Know what down it is at all times. 

 You are going to make an impression—make it a strong one. 

 Have fun! 
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PREGAME DISCUSSION  

 

4 MAN CREW 

All officials are to go out to field a minimum of 30 minutes prior to game time. 

 

Referee— Give coaches & announcer a list of officials’ names. 

Remind game management that half is no longer than 15 or 20 min (as 

designated by game management) By agreement of the coaches and the 

referee, the half time may be shortened to no less than 10 minutes.  

Have head coach verify everyone’s legally equipped. 

 Medical issues: 

  Qualified Healthcare Professional (Concussion Management) 

  Casts—be properly padded.       

  Any special issues - (e.g., medically diagnosed hearing impaired or  

  mentally challenged players) 

  

*Ask about any tricky/ unusual/ deceptive plays. 

 *Find out who we will report penalties/ problems to. 

 *Find out who will call time outs, who will be “get back” coach 

 *Get and approve game ball, determine if team has ball person 

 *Get captain numbers 

 Review with head coach points of emphasis: 

 Sportsmanship 

 Profanity 

 Sideline control 

 Helmet contact 

 Ask if there are questions on new rules 
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Umpire—examine any player equipment needing to be approved 

  

All officials record captains and other information when Referee talks with coach 

 

LJ—Inform clock operator of half time length and to start 3 minute warm up clock 

as soon as half time clock reaches “00:00” 

 

 

 

WALK FIELD  
 

Check for any problems. 

Meet at end zone or out of the way on side line for stretches 

 

Linesman— Check with chain crew. 

 Verify line to gain equipment and talk with crew regarding proper 

 procedure when measurement is required (i.e., box takes position of front 

 rod, clip man informs HL regarding position of clip on line, etc.), hustle, to 

 not move if they see a flag the HL and R don’t see, etc. 

 Have quick ties. 

 

COIN TOSS (MI Chapter 12, pages 139-139) 
 

Referee & Line Judge—bring out team whose bench is opposite the line to gain 

equipment 

Umpire & Head Linesman— bring out team whose bench is on the same side as 

the line to gain equipment 

 Everyone shakes hands with captains when you meet them on sideline 

  

Umpire & Referee meet at center of field 

Head Linesman & Line Judge stop at hash marks on 45’s opposite each other 

Referee will face clock. 

Umpire—verify coin toss. 
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Free Kicks (MI Chapter 15, pages 150-151)  
  

Initial Coverage positions:  

 Line Judge— on receivers FK line/counts K/stays on sideline prior 

to kick off 

 Head Linesman— on kickers FK line/counts K/checks 

equipment/only goes onto field with ball 

 Umpire—20 yard line on same side as line to gain 

equipment/counts R 

 Referee—10 yard line inside sideline opposite linesman)/counts R 

and gets confirmation of count from U.  Ensure minimum of 4 

players on either side of kicker. Will cover end line except for far 

corner. Rules on ball crossing goal line. 

 

LJ, HL and U - Raise your hands when your sideline is cleared and you are 

ready 

Referee – After receiving signal from others, sound whistle and signal ready 

for play. 

  

Position and Coverage after Free Kick: 

Referee —Cover goal line except for far pylon/rule on momentum and/or 

touchback.  After kick is caught cover runner and blocks from center to LJ’s 

side for first 20-25 yards. 

Umpire – Help R with touchback or KOB at pylon on your side. 

Line Judge & Head Linesman – watch blocks on members of the kicking 

team until runner is threatened in your area. 

Reminder—after a safety we do the same positioning EXCEPT that the ball 

is kicked from the 20.  When this happens, position yourself accordingly. 

  

Watch for contact in the neutral zone. 

 

Free Kick Rules and Situations: 

Fair-catch can be made in or beyond neutral zone 
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Kick Catching Interference for K to touch kick in flight regardless of 

position of R players 

Kicks out of bounds untouched by R—mark spot and flag it 

 Three choices: 

Take result of kick 

Re-kick with five yard penalty 

Take ball at inbounds spot 25 yards from where it was kicked  

 

 Momentum Rule inside 5 yard line 

 Drop bean bag for first touching 

K may recover, not advance a ball after it travels 10 yards and touches 

ground, unless touched by R 

Always expect an onside kick. 

Review mechanics for obvious onside kick: Box play with U and LJ on R’s 

line, HL on K’s line.  HL follow play to 1-yard from R’s restraining line and 

then stop, staying deeper out of bounds than HL. 

All officials have bean bags out and ready.  

Field Goal Attempt by Free Kick after a Fair Catch or Awarded Fair Catch: 

Referee —behind and directly between uprights ready to rule on kick being 

good or not.   All others—same initial positions as a kickoff 

  

Scrimmage Kicks  
 

 Punt Coverage (MI Chapter 15, page 155) 

 Line Judge—Initial position is 8-12 yards wider and 2-3 yards 

behind deepest receiver(s) or on goal line when snap is from on or 

inside R’s 40 yard line.  After kick, move to see the ball clearly 

caught by receiver or follow the ball if not caught. 

 

Carry bean bag and drop beanbag(s) where ball is first touched by 

K, Where ball becomes dead, or where the kick ends (is possessed 

by R or K). 

 Referee—Initial position is 3-5 yards behind kicker and 8-10 yards 

outside kicker on kicking leg side.  After kick: rules on 
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roughing/running into kicker, will drift slowly down field and 

clean up/ will take runner when he out runs other coverage, covers 

runner to K’s goal line. 

 Linesman— Prior to snap, has entire line for responsibilities 

usually shared with LJ on other scrimmage plays.  After snap, stay 

put to rule on all rules involving the neutral zone (e.g., where 

kicked, where first touched by R or K, where fair caught).  Once 

kick is clearly beyond neutral zone and not coming back, quickly 

move down your sideline, cover own side/ watch blocks, cover 

runner coming by you on your side line. 

 Umpire —Initial position: shade to Judge’s side, remind defense to 

stay off center, take note of numbering exception.  After kick move 

slowly down field watching blocks. 

 All Officials —take runner when he is in your area, clean up 

otherwise 

 

 

Scrimmage Kick Rules and Situations-  

Fair Catch signal—remind receiver(s) to make it a good one. 

 Kick catch interference choices: 

 Result of play  

 15 yard penalty from previous spot and replay of down 

 Awarded fair catch at spot of foul with 15 yard penalty 

Punt out of bounds in flight: 

 go beyond spot with arm up and move towards referee 

 Referee will chop down when you are at the proper spot. 

 Punt possessed behind line may be advanced by either team 

 Have bean bags in hand 

Penalty, know when it occurred—before or after change of possession 

Muff may not be advanced by K but a fumble may be. 
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PSK happens when: 

K legally kicks the ball and it has crossed the expanded neutral zone (other 

than try or successful field goal) 

R fouls beyond the expanded neutral zone 

The kick has not ended 

K does not have possession of the ball when the down ends and will not be 

next to put the ball in play 

Penalty is enforced from the end of the kick (spot must be bean-bagged) or 

basic spot 

 

Field Goals/ P.A.T.’s— (MI Chapter 15, pages 156-157)  
 

From 15 yard line and in: 
 
 Positions & Responsibilities 

* Referee— Initial position: 0-2 yards behind kicker and slightly 

outside kicker in position to look into holder’s chest to clearly see 

if snap is caught, muffed, or fumbled and rule on the legality of the 

holder leaving his knee(s) and returning to the ground. After kick: 

move quickly to rule on kick in between uprights or not.  

* Umpire— Initial position: shade to LJ’s side, remind defense to 

stay off center, take note of numbering exception.  After snap be 

aware of action on snapper, be prepared to help with coverage of 

blocked field goal attempt falling near neutral zone. 

* Head Linesman—Same responsibilities as any scrimmage play.  

After snap: Move down sideline away from goal line while 

checking for holding by linemen on your side, but quickly turning 

attention to kicker/holder to rule on roughing/running into 

kicker/holder.  

* Line Judge—Pre-snap: Same responsibilities as any scrimmage 

play.  After snap: Rule on over or under cross bar. 
Discuss who will blow whistle and when on PATs and who will 

and when on Field Goal attempts. 
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Outside 15 yard line 
 
 Positions & Responsibilities 

* Referee— Initial position: 0-2 yards behind kicker and 8-12 yards 

outside kicker in position to look into holder’s chest to clearly see 

if snap is caught, muffed, or fumbled and rule on the legality of the 

holder leaving his knee(s) and returning to the ground. After kick: 

responsible for kicker/holder to rule on roughing/running into 

kicker/holder. 

* Umpire— Initial position: shade to LJ’s side, remind defense to 

stay off center, take note of numbering exception.  After snap be 

aware of action on snapper, be prepared to help with coverage of 

blocked field goal attempt falling near neutral zone. 

* Head Linesman—Pre-snap: has entire line for responsibilities 

usually shared with LJ on other scrimmage plays.  After snap: 

Check for holding by linemen on your side.  Be prepared to help 

cover play if FG attempt is blocked.  

* Line Judge—Pre-snap: Position 5 yards behind and directly 

between uprights.  After snap: Rule on kick good/no-good.  Give 

appropriate signal including touchback when unsuccessful attempt 

breaks the plane of the goal line. Reminder- blocked ball is still 

alive (field goal only) and may be advanced by either team if 

possessed behind the neutral zone may be advanced by receiving 

team if possessed beyond the neutral zone all PSK foul situations 

apply unless kick is a try or successful field 
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Scrimmage Plays (MI Chapter 15, page 152) 
 

 Referee—on throwing arm side of quarterback 

 will watch line opposite him taking guard & tackle 

 yards deep as wide as tackle able to see ball and watching ball 

guard  and tackle opposite, will read block of tackle opposite 

him after snap 

 Umpire—4-7 yards behind line of scrimmage opposite referee.   

 position just behind linebackers 

 move around so they can’t use you as a interference 

 do not interfere with vision or movement of defensive backs  

Head Linesman & Line Judge—stay on or outside sideline at start of all 

scrimmage plays.  Rule on false starts, encroachment, illegal formation and 

illegal motion fouls. Verify that all “A” players are between 9 yard lines 

(inside of numbers) ready for play whistle. 

 

Free Blocking Zone 
 4 yards wider than the ball on both sides 

 3 yards behind each line of scrimmage 

A player is in the zone when any part of his body is in the zone at the snap. 

 Blocking below the waste is permitted by members of A or B when: 

All players involved are on the line of scrimmage and in the zone at 

the snap  

Contact is in the zone 

Ball is in the zone 

Clipping is not permitted! 

Blocking in the back is permitted when: 

The block is by an offensive lineman who was on the line of 

scrimmage and in the zone at the snap  

The block is against a defensive player who was in the zone at the 

snap 

Ball is in the zone 

 

 Free blocking zone disintegrates after the ball has left the zone. 
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Running Plays 

 Positions and responsibilities/ discuss 

 Short plays (HL and LJ spot ball strong on spots close to line to gain) 

 Long plays (cleaning up behind the play)  

 See the ball! 

Sweeps—Referee take ball till LOS / side guys & Umpire take blockers, side 

guys’ step back and let runner pass 

Options – Referee stay with man who doesn’t have the ball after pitch, LJ or 

HL take man with ball after pitch. 
 

Passing Plays 
 Umpire moves up to line of scrimmage on passing plays 

Discuss coverage for flag if ball is thrown from beyond the line of 

scrimmage 

 Keys (line play, down and distance, tendencies) 

Discuss coverage for flag if ball is thrown beyond the line of 

scrimmage 

Short passes 

 Long passes (cleaning up behind the play) 

 Illegal forward passes 

  Two forward passes in one down 

  Pass beyond scrimmage line 

 Eligibility of receivers & interference 

 Backwards Passes 

Side guys help on quick pass to receiver/ forward or backward YOUR 

CALL—if no whistle all should assume it’s backward 

discuss signal (arm back) 

 Referee judges grounding  

(If you think we had it, ask Referee if someone was in the area?). 

 

Whistles 
 Only in your area to kill the play 

 Don’t blow your whistle until you find the ball 

 Penalty—give several short, quick whistles to get Referee’s attention 
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Counting Players 
 Referee—Offense  Umpire—Offense  

 Linesman—Defense Judge—Defense 

 

Signals 
 (if not discussed earlier in pregame) 

 Double stakes – arms crossed at the wrist held at head height 

11 players – arm with hand in fist in front of body straight out or held to side 

Less than 11 players – index finger rotated downwards 

More than 11 players – index finger rotated upwards 

Protection for snapper on kicks – bird cage (rolling of hands like false start 

signal) 

 Out of bounds – arms extended below waist with palms toward sideline and 

 no motion of the arms 

 Off the line/On the line discussed 

 Backwards Pass punch back 

 

Reporting Penalties (MI Pages 24-30) 
 Know status of ball. 

* loose ball 

* running play 

* before or after turnover 

* before or after change of possession on punt/kick 

 Tell the referee and have him repeat it. 

 Let’s all make sure we get it right. 

 We’ll get the coach a number and explanation when possible. 

Responsibilities: 

  Referee—explains options to team 

  Umpire—listens and will then mark off yardage 

  Linesman—go to where penalty will end up 

  Linejudge—stay with the penalty enforcement spot 
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Measurements (MI Chapter 14, pages 143-148) 

Head Linesman—Instruct box to take position of front rod of line to gain 

equipment, ask clip man where on the line the clip has been placed.  If no 

clip man, place clip on back edge of major line closest to rear rod on the line 

to gain equipment, holding clip and chain instruct line to gain crew to bring 

chains in.  If line to gain is reached, release chain crew to set back rod on 

succeeding spot.  If not reached, return to sideline holding clip and replace 

chains in position from which they left.  

Line Judge— stands on the line where the HL has placed the clip with your 

toe on the line at a spot that will allow the chain to be stretched 

perpendicular to the line in measuring the location of the ball. 

Umpire— takes front rod of line to gain equipment from crew member and, 

on the HL’s ready, pulls it tight 

Referee— decides first down or not.  If short and ball is in side zone, holds 

chain at foremost point of ball and moves ball and equipment to inbounds 

line to re-spot the ball.   

 

 

Plays Out of Bounds 
 Short Gain—Referee/ umpire should be there to cover action well in-bounds. 

Head Linesman & Line Judge—Mark out-of bounds spot and observes 

action out-of-bounds. 

Referee—If close at hand, try to hustle out-of-bounds to escort players out of 

opposing team’s bench area.  Do not run by players that appear to be still 

engaged and “playing” after the whistle to do this however.   
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Goal line plays (MI Chapter 15, pages 153-154) 

 GOING IN 

Ball snapped at 5 yard line and in, Head Linesman and Line Judge quickly 

move to goal line immediately after the snap 

Stay 2 yards wide of the sideline 

 See the ball!!  Find the ball!!!! 

Either give TD signal or come in blowing whistle and pointing to spot of 

ground—HL and LJ know what your partner has before signaling anything. 

No need to echo TD signal if you did not see it and your partner has it 

communicate with nod and point. 

Umpire—say “I’ve got ball” if ball is at your feet.   If ball is not in end zone, 

move forward beyond goal line to show that. 

 

GOING OUT 
Ball snapped at 3-yard line and in: both Head Linesman and Line Judge 

move back to goal line on snap and escort ball to forward progress spot.  

Your call on safety.   

Ball snapped outside 3-yard line and inside or at the 5 yard line:  Side 

official facing Referee will go immediately to the goal line and escort ball 

out to the forward progress spot.  Your call on safety.  Other side official has 

normal scrimmage down coverage.   

If the ball gets out of the end zone, make sure we spot the entire ball out of 

the end zone. 

 

Marking Spots 
Head Linesman and Line Judge: move down field, make a 90 degree turn, 

and come straight in to mark spot.  Come in as far as needed but not beyond 

the hash marks.  Keep head up and on a swivel, check with partner on 

forward progress especially on plays you get pressured off sideline (use 

cross-field mechanics).  NEVER go beyond players, always keep them in 

front of you.  Accordion in and accordion out, keeping back to sideline.   

Line Judge has primary responsibility to stop clock when it is obvious line to 

gain has been reached.   
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Head Linesman should not look around for front rod of line to gain 

equipment; rather he should look across to partner and echo time out signal 

if it is being given. 

 

Time-outs (MI Chapter 13, pages 140-142) 
Regular Charged Time Out: 

All Officials – Record team calling, period number, time left in period, 

number of player (or head coach) calling time out, yard-line, down and 

distance when called. 

Referee or Umpire – Time the length of the time out and (if U is doing it) 

inform Referee when 45 seconds have expired. 

Referee – At 45 seconds into time out inform coaches in between inbounds 

lines of time remaining in time out or get attention of side guy(s) so they can 

inform coaches meeting with players at the sideline. 

Time Out for Coach-Referee Conference: 

All Officials – Record team calling, period number, time left in period, 

number of player (or head coach) calling time out, yard-line, down and 

distance when called. 

Coach of team not protesting the ruling may hold conference on the field 

between inbounds lines or in from of his team box.  Team requesting time 

out must hold allowed conference in front of their team box.  

Umpire – Time the length of the time out and inform Referee when 45 

seconds have expired (if he is not still conferring with the coach). 

Umpire – If coach and Referee are still conferring, at 45 seconds into time 

out inform coach in between inbounds lines of time remaining in time out or 

get attention of side guy(s) so they can inform coaches meeting with players 

at the sideline that when the coach-Referee conference ends, the ball will be 

marked ready for play. 
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Fights 

 Middle of field  

 Referee and Umpire handle it 

 Head Linesman & Line Judge jot down numbers of players 

involved and any substitutes that leave the team box during a fight  

 Side of field 

 Nearest official(s) and Referee handle fight 

 Others jot down numbers of players involved and any substitutes 

that leave the team box during a fight 

 

 

Unsportsmanlike Fouls 
-    Get together as a crew 

- Everyone write it down (act, time, player #, coach’s name, etc.) 

- Referee go to head coach, describe reason for foul, player’s number and 

inform him it is the first of two allowed, second is disqualification 

 

 

Disqualifications 

 Get together as a crew 

 Stay Calm!!!! 

 Verify that it is an act requiring disqualification 

 Everyone write it down (act, time, player # and name, coach’s name, etc.) 

 Referee and sideline official go to head coach and inform him 

 You do not have to ask if the coach wants to appeal, but note it if they do 

 Referee complete the ejection report! 

Weird Plays 
 If it looks like possibly a penalty—FLAG IT!  We’ll figure it out later 

 Bean bag spot of all fumbles in case a penalty occurred prior to fumble 

We’ll get together and sort it out—everyone contributes (sink or float 

together).    

Tell Referee what you had and he’ll solicit input from others on crew as 

necessary to sort things out. 
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IF AN OFFICIAL GETS HURT 
 Stop game and check him out/ get trainers 

 If injury would make it difficult for him to continue-don’t let him 

 If unconscious/ do NOT let him back in the game 

 Have him checked out at a hospital 

 Report injury to the association assignor 

 

FINAL THOUGHTS 

 Hustle in live ball and go slow in dead ball.  Pay attention to people 

not the ball in dead ball time. 

 Keep a play boxed in. 

 Don’t get in too close to the play.  You’ll not see everything you 

should and if a player busts out and runs toward you, you can get 

caught in a difficult situation. 

 Hold off on the whistle until you see the ball. 

 See the whole play before you flag it/ if you are not sure if it was a 

clip, then it wasn’t.  If you are not sure if it was a catch, it was 

incomplete.  If you are not sure if it was holding, it wasn’t.   

 If you need to get together to talk about what just happened, do it. 

 If we have to eat a flag, we will. 

 When the play is run away from you, clean up behind it 

 Communicate, communicate, and communicate 

 Know what down it is at all times. 

 

Have fun! 


